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This paper presents a new approach for modelling the evolutionary power spectral density (EPSD) of thunderstorm outﬂows based on a database of 129 real-scale thunderstorm time-histories. Two equivalent methods of
decomposition of the wind velocity are investigated, outlining the derivation of the EPSD. The analyses are based
on the hypothesis that the residual turbulent ﬂuctuations can be treated as a uniformly modulated process, whose
reliability is veriﬁed studying the steadiness of its up-crossing rate. The assumption of considering a constant
turbulence intensity is checked through the evaluation of the dynamic response of a set of SDOF systems in timedomain and through the response spectrum technique. Two models for the time-modulating function of the EPSD
are proposed that include the parameters characteristic of both the thunderstorm event and the background wind.
Finally, the steps for the derivation of the EPSD are outlined pointing out the limits of the representation of the
PSD of the reduced turbulent ﬂuctuations through spectral models commonly adopted in wind engineering. The
ﬁnal aim of this research is ﬁnalising a triad of complementary methods for evaluating the dynamic response of
structures to thunderstorm outﬂows - EPSD, time-domain and response spectrum - consistent with real-scale timehistory records.

1. Introduction
Over the last forty years the research in wind engineering has been
widely characterized by the study of thunderstorm downbursts and their
impact on structures. This is mainly due to the destructive damage these
events provide on buildings and, on the other hand, to the substantial
different physic of the phenomenon compared with the widely known
boundary layer (BL) winds. While these latter are generated by synoptic
scale events such as extra-tropical cyclones, downbursts are localized and
rapid phenomenon at mesoscale which differ in terms of wind velocity
both in the spatial and temporal domain. They are generated by thunderstorm clouds which, once the mature stage is reached, release a
powerful cold downdraft which spread on the terrain, creating strong
non-stationary outﬂows (Solari, 2019; Hjelmfelt, 1988).
The BL winds are typically assumed as stationary and Gaussian over
periods between 10 min and 1 h, allowing the mean speed to be constant
and the turbulent ﬂuctuations to be dealt as a zero mean stationary
random process; moreover, in neutral conditions, the wind velocity
proﬁle shows a logarithmic shape in equilibrium with the terrain
roughness (Solari, 2019). In the case of downburst outﬂows, due to their
unstable and convective nature, the vertical proﬁle presents a peculiar

nose shape (Hjelmfelt, 1988) and the wind ﬁeld is strongly
non-stationary. This makes the mean wind speed no longer representative over periods between 10 min and 1 h and the turbulent ﬂuctuations
no more Gaussian and stationary.
Due to such characteristics, mid- and low-rise structures are particularly vulnerable to downbursts and eventually fail causing damage and
losses, calling for the need of new tools and criteria for the structural
design. Although the complex nature of the thunderstorm outﬂows prevents their representation through handy mathematical models
commonly adopted for BL winds (Solari, 1993a, 1993b, 2019), making it
difﬁcult to derive the dynamic response of structures through simple
methods, an impressive amount of research has been carried out over the
last twenty years, with the aim of modelling the wind loading and predicting the structural response to such non-stationary wind conditions.
In this framework, different approaches were investigated including
time-domain solutions and advanced techniques based on wavelets and
evolutionary power spectral density (EPSD).
In 2002 Choi and Hidayat (2002) generalized the classical gust
response factor technique (Davenport, 1961) studying the dynamic
response of a Single-Degree-Of-Freedom (SDOF) system due to thunderstorm wind velocity. Few years later the study was developed by
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of the European projects “Winds and Ports” and “Wind, Ports and Sea” by
the Department of Civil, Chemical and Environmental Engineering
(DICCA) of the University of Genoa (Solari et al., 2012; Repetto et al.,
2017, 2018), ensured the collection of more than 270 thunderstorm records from which the Windyn Research Group (www.windyn.com) took
advantage and carried out a vast amount of research on the properties of
thunderstorm outﬂows (De Gaetano et al., 2014; Solari et al., 2015a;
Zhang et al., 2017, 2018; Burlando et al., 2017, 2018).
Based on the data collected, in 2015 Solari et al. developed a new
method called Thunderstorm Response Spectrum Technique (TRST) for
the derivation of the equivalent static wind loading and the maximum of
the dynamic response of SDOF systems due to thunderstorms (Solari
et al., 2015b). The RS is well known in seismic engineering and its
extension to the ﬁeld of wind engineering was due to Solari (1989) for
synoptic wind conditions. Its generalization for thunderstorms involves
two different ways of scaling, namely the peak wind velocity or the
maximum of the time-varying mean, and represents an attractive method
for engineers in terms of structural design. Successively, in 2016 the
TRST was extended to Multi-Degree-Of-Freedom (MDOF) systems by
Solari through the equivalent spectrum technique (Solari, 2016; Piccardo
and Solari, 1998).
In 2017 Solari et al. outlined a hybrid simulation of thunderstorm
outﬂows based on real velocity records and the derivation of the windexcited response of three real slender vertical structures through timedomain solutions (Solari et al., 2017). It has been shown how the
extreme value distribution of the response is quite spread if compared
with the one due to synoptic wind events, making questionable its
identiﬁcation through its mean value.
Successively, in 2018 Solari and De Gaetano (Solari and De Gaetano,
2018) presented a comparison between TRST and time-domain analysis,
providing a joint calibration and advancements of the two methods and
outlining their good agreement. This study conﬁrmed on the one hand
the potential of the TRST as suitable tool for the derivation of the
thunderstorm loading of structures and, on the other hand, the efﬁciency
of time-domain analyses through hybrid simulations.
In view of these results, the investigation of a model able to depict the
thunderstorm wind loading of structures and the related dynamic
response in the frequency domain remains to be addressed. Among the
techniques adopted by other authors previously depicted, the evolutionary power spectral density (EPSD) represents a suitable tool to extend
the frequency analyses on the structural dynamic response to this class of
non-stationary winds, retaining the concept of the classical PSD
commonly adopted in wind engineering.
The ﬁnal aim is to develop a triad of different but equivalent methods
for the modelling of the thunderstorm wind loading and the calculation
of the structural dynamic response which includes the EPSD, timedomain solutions and the TRST. Through the sharing of the same hypothesis and parameters and the availability of a great dataset of real
thunderstorm outﬂows recorded, this triad of methods intends to furnish
a clearer view in this ﬁeld of research of wind engineering, which is still
uncertain and fragmented due to the complexity of the phenomenon.
In light of the above considerations this paper outlines a model for the
EPSD of thunderstorm outﬂows based on 129 real-scale records collected
in four Italian ports in the Tyrrhenian sea.
The philosophy behind this method is to deﬁne a deterministic shape
for the time-modulating function of the EPSD employing parameters
peculiar of the thunderstorm event which can be characterised from a
stochastic point of view. Taking into consideration that the whole study
is based on a robust database of downburst events, the model derived
encases a probabilistic soul which allows to describe this complex phenomenon from a more general perspective.
The study is articulated as follows. Section 2 outlines two equivalent
methods of decomposition of the wind velocity which lays the foundations for the modelling of the EPSD. Section 3 illustrates the database of
thunderstorm records employed in the study while Sections 4 and Section
5 provide a worthwhile background on the evolutionary power spectral

introducing the Maximum Dynamic Magniﬁcation Factor (MDMF) (Chen
and Letchford, 2004a; Chay and Albermani, 2005; Holmes et al., 2005),
deﬁned as the ratio between the maximum dynamic response and the
static response evaluated from the peak of the wind loading.
In 2003 Chen and Letchford (2004b) studied the dynamic response of
a cantilever structure to a hybrid model of downburst. The wind velocity
was simulated through the EPSD of the turbulent ﬂuctuations assumed as
uniformly modulated process; the time-modulating function adopted
follows the time function of the mean wind speed and the dynamic
response was evaluated in time-domain.
In 2008 Chen (2008) presented an analysis in the frequency domain
of alongwind tall building response to transient non-stationary winds,
modelling the wind ﬂuctuations as a uniformly modulated process with
the mean wind speed as time-modulating function. He outlined ﬁve
modulation function models for the time-varying mean wind speed
including an analytical model governed by three parameters, a numerically simulated function based on an empirical model and two functions
obtained from full-scale data. Finally the EPSD of the structural dynamic
response was outlined under the assumption that the mean velocity is
slowly-varying compared with the fundamental period of the structure.
In 2009 Kwon and Kareem proposed a new generalization of the of
the gust factor technique called gust-front factor (Kwon and Kareem,
2009, 2019) which takes into account the effects due to the nose-shape
vertical proﬁle, the time-varying mean velocity, the non-stationarity of
the turbulence and the transient aerodynamics. They proposed an half
sine wave to describe the time varying mean component of gust-front
winds with the aim of capturing the features potentially responsible of
enhanced loads on structures.
In the same year, Huang and Chen (2009) outlined the estimation of
the EPSD via wavelets and its application to downburst winds, depicting
the time-frequency non-stationary characteristics of the wind speed. In
2013 Huang et al. (2013) proposed a simpliﬁed model for the EPSD based
on the hypothesis of uniformly modulated process, assuming the
slowly-varying mean speed as time-modulating function, which was
applied for the analysis of tall building response to thunderstorm
downbursts. Few years later, Huang et al. (2015) proposed both a fully
nonstationary model and a simpliﬁed model for the EPSD of thunderstorm downbursts, treating the turbulent ﬂuctuations as uniformly
modulated process with the slowly-varying standard deviation as
time-modulating function but without providing a suitable function for
this latter.
In 2015 Le and Caracoglia studied the dynamic response of a tall
building subjected to the downburst wind load through the waveletGalerkin method (Le and Caracoglia, 2015) while in 2017 they developed a computer base model for the dynamic response of a tall building
to a digitally simulated thunderstorm (Le and Caracoglia, 2017). In the
same year Caracoglia outlined a parametric study on the use of the
Fokker-Planck Equation to examine the dynamic response of a tall
building to the downburst wind loading (Caracoglia, 2017).
More recently, in 2018 Peng et al. (2018) studied the alongwind
response of a tall building to downburst winds employing an evolutionary spectra-based time-varying coherence function model, showing
that a time-invariant coherence function may lead to lower structural
response if compared with the time-varying model.
Although these studies are robust from an analytical point of view and
outline interesting and remarkable results, they are often based on few
records of thunderstorm downbursts or adopt generated time series.
Indeed, the detection of a real thunderstorm outﬂow and the collection of the related time-histories is not a simple task since the local
characteristics and short duration of the phenomenon make it difﬁcult to
be detected by one single anemometer. The chances of capturing a
thunderstorm outﬂow increases if a capillary network of instruments is
available, provided with anemometers with continuous recording and
adequate sample rate.
In Genoa the availability of a wide seaport monitoring network of
ultrasonic anemometers in the Tyrrhenian sea, realized in the framework
2
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to the mean, the slowly-varying standard deviation is suitably decomposed as:

density, focusing on the hypothesis of uniformly modulated process and
its reliability regarding the data available. Section 6 focuses on the
modelling of the time-modulating function of the EPSD outlining two
different approaches coherent with the methods of decomposition of the
wind velocity described above. Section 7 outlines the effects of the
assumption of constant turbulence intensity through the maximum value
of the dynamic response evaluated for a set of SDOF systems by means of
time-domain solutions and TRST. Section 8 depicts the modelling of the
EPSD illustrating two different models proposed for the description of the
time-modulating function. Finally, Section 9 summarizes the main conclusions, drawing prospects on the future application of the model proposed for the evaluation of the structural dynamic response for SDOF and
MDOF systems.

σ v ðtÞ ¼ σ v;max δðtÞ

where σ v;max is the maximum value of the slowly-varying standard deviation and δ is a dimensionless temporal function which has its
maximum equal to the unity at the time in which σ v;max occurs. In
σ
as the point in time in which σ v;max occurs, one
particular deﬁning tmax
may write:


2. Thunderstorm wind velocity decomposition

γ



v
tmax



¼1

(8)

(9)

Thus, replacing Eqs. (2) and (9) into Eq. (1) the wind velocity is given
vðtÞ ¼ vmax γðtÞ þ σ v;max δðtÞ~v’ðtÞ

(10)

Accordingly, the function δ modulates the reduced turbulent
ﬂuctuations.

(1)

2.2. Method B
Method B, frequently adopted for signal analysis, introduces another
quantity deﬁned as (slowly-varying) turbulence intensity, similarly to
what is commonly done for BL winds, as:
Iv ðtÞ ¼

σ v ðtÞ
vðtÞ

(11)

This latter can be conveniently rewritten as:
Iv ðtÞ ¼ I v μðtÞ

(2)

(12)

where I v is the value of Iv averaged on a 10-min interval and μ is a
dimensionless temporal function with unitary mean value (Chen and
Letchford, 2004b, 2007; Solari et al., 2015a; Zhang et al., 2017; Holmes
et al., 2008; Chay et al., 2006; Lombardo et al., 2014).
Replacing Eqs. (2) and (12) into Eq. (11) the slowly-varying standard
deviation results:

(3)

σ v ðtÞ ¼ vmax γðtÞI v μðtÞ

(13)

It follows from Eq. (5):

(4)

The residual ﬂuctuations are in turn decomposed as follows (Chen
and Letchford, 2004a; Solari et al., 2015a; Zhang et al., 2017):
v’ðtÞ ¼ σ v ðtÞ~v’ðtÞ

σ 
δ tmax
¼1

by:

where vmax is the maximum value of v and γ is a dimensionless temporal
function which has its maximum equal to the unity at the time in which
v
vmax occurs. In particular, deﬁning tmax
as the point in time in which vmax
occurs one may write:
v 
v tmax
¼ vmax

(7)

v’ðtÞ ¼ σ v;max δðtÞ~v’ðtÞ

where v is the slowly-varying mean wind speed related to the low frequency harmonic content of v, v’ is the residual turbulent ﬂuctuations,
related to the high frequency harmonic content of v, t is the time. There
are several methods to extract the slowly-varying mean from the velocity
records (Choi and Hidayat, 2002; Holmes et al., 2008; Chen and Letchford, 2007; McCullough et al., 2014); in this study a moving average
technique or running-mean has been employed over a period Δt ¼ 30 s.
The slowly-varying mean wind velocity is conveniently expressed as
follows (Solari et al., 2015a):
vðtÞ ¼ vmax γðtÞ



σ
σ v tmax
¼ σ v;max

Hence the residual turbulent ﬂuctuations can be rewritten substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5):

Before illustrating the decomposition of the wind velocity it is worth
to notice that, differently from BL winds, the wind direction in case of
downbursts is not constant and may show abrupt changes during the
thunderstorm event (Zhang et al., 2019; Brusco et al., 2019). However,
for sake of simplicity, in this study the effects due to the change of direction in the wind speed will not be considered, assuming it as
non-directional. It follows that the typical decomposition of the thunderstorm wind velocity reads (Chen and Letchford, 2004b; Peng et al.,
2018):
vðtÞ ¼ vðtÞ þ v’ðtÞ

(6)

v’ðtÞ ¼ vmax I v γðtÞμðtÞ~v’ðtÞ

(14)

Thus, replacing Eqs. (2) and (14) into Eq. (1), the wind velocity can be
rewritten as follows:

(5)

vðtÞ ¼ vmax γðtÞ½1 þ I v μðtÞ~v’ðtÞ

where σ v is the slowly-varying standard deviation extracted through an
analogous method employed for v, ~v’ is the reduced turbulent ﬂuctuations (Solari et al., 2015a), usually dealt with as a stationary and
Gaussian random process with zero mean and unitary standard deviation.
Within this framework the wind velocity can be further decomposed
according with the needs of the study. In the following sections two
equivalent methods are outlined referred to as “Method A00 and “Method
B”.

(15)

which can be viewed as a generalization of the decomposition of the
extra-tropical cyclone wind speed. It is worth noticing that this type of
decomposition does not involve directly the slowly-varying standard
deviation but encapsulate it within the function μ.
The comparison between Eqs. (10) and (15) points out the following
relationships:

2.1. Method A
Method A is usually employed in view of the study of the EPSD of the
wind velocity, focusing on the ﬂuctuating component v’. Hence, similarly
3
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σ *max ¼ vmax I v

(17)
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integrated with an overview of the lightings recorded in the area of the
anemometer in the day in which the signals are recorded.
Fig. 1 shows the horizontal and non-directional wind velocity of one
of the 129 10 min downbursts recorded along with its decomposition
through the two methods outlined in Eqs. 10–20. The non-stationarity is
highlighted by the peak in a neighbourhood of 300 s and by the two timevarying functions v and σ v (Fig. 1 (a)). The time interval in which the
wind speed increases is commonly referred to as ramp-up (Solari et al.,
2015a).
The comparison depicted in Fig. 1 remarks some important aspects
worth to be noticed. In Method B (Fig. 1 (b)) the term in square brackets
is stationary (Eq. (20)), being a linear transformation of the stationary
process ~v’, and the turbulence intensity constant and equal to its mean
value. This leads to a unique modulating function (i.e. v) for both the
mean wind speed and the reduced turbulent ﬂuctuations while in the
case of Method A these latter are modulated by σ v . In this particular case
the reconstruction of the original record by Method B (Fig. 1 (b)) gives
rise to a lower peak of the wind speed due to the hypothesis μðtÞ ¼ 1. A
more detailed investigation on the effects of said hypothesis is outlined in
Section 7.

(18)
(19)

The writing in Eq. (15) is totally equivalent to the one in Eq. (10), thus
no particular advantages seems to be provided by choosing Method B
instead of Method A. However, it is worth noticing that the decomposition outlined in Eq. (15) offers the possibility for a further simpliﬁcation
regarding the function μ. Past studies show that, on average, the turbulence intensity does not show great variations in time (Zhang et al.,
2017). Hence it may be approximated with its mean value, Iv ðtÞ ¼ I v ,
assuming μðtÞ ¼ 1. Under this hypothesis the wind velocity can be
rewritten as follows:
vðtÞ ¼ vmax γðtÞ½1 þ I v ~v’ðtÞ

(20)

The decomposition depicted in Eq. (20) is different from the one in
Eq. (10) and involves only one modulating function, namely γ. Although
the advantages and consequences of this hypothesis will be outlined in
the following sections, it is easy to notice the great simpliﬁcations it
provides in the modelling of the EPSD. Hence, from here on, Method B
will be referred to Eq. (20).
Methods A and B offer two distinct ways to model the EPSD. The
advantages and the shortcomings of adopting one method or the other
will be illustrated in the following sections.

4. Evolutionary processes
Dealing with extra-tropical cyclones it is a common practice in wind
engineering to consider the ﬂuctuating component as a zero mean stationary and Gaussian random process over an interval of 10 min -1 h. This
quantity is usually treated in the frequency domain through its power
spectral density (PSD) and it serves as starting point for the evaluation of
the dynamic response of structures through the well-known Davenport
chain (Solari, 2019; Davenport, 1961).
In the case of thunderstorms, the representation in the frequency
domain of the residual turbulent ﬂuctuations is not so straightforward
and cannot avoid taking into account the dependence on time. In this
framework the evolutionary power spectral density (EPSD) is a suitable
and powerful tool, allowing to portrait the harmonic content of the nonstationary process in both the frequency and temporal domain. Moreover, the EPSD results physically meaningful since it generalizes the PSD
concept to the class of non-stationary stochastic processes involving a
dependence in the time domain. Extensive studies on non-stationary
processes and evolutionary spectra have been provided by Priestley
(Priestley, 1962, 1965, 1966; Priestley and Tong, 1973) who outlined as
a certain class of non-stationary stochastic process, called evolutionary
stochastic process, can be expressed by means of a Fourier-Stieltjes
transform as follows:

3. Thunderstorm data
The analyses presented in this paper are based on a rich database of
thunderstorm wind velocity records collected by DICCA through the
wide seaport monitoring network of ultrasonic anemometers realized in
the framework of the European projects “Wind and ports” and “Wind,
ports and sea” (Solari et al., 2012; Repetto et al., 2017, 2018) in the
Tyrrhenian sea. The aforesaid network includes 31 bi- or tri-axial ultrasonic anemometers and 3 LiDAR proﬁlers suitably distributed in the ports
of Genoa, La Spezia, Savona-Vado Ligure, Livorno, Bastia and L’^Ile
Rousse (France). The anemometers are mounted at least 10 m above the
ground, mainly on high-rise towers or antenna masts at the top of
buildings, in order to avoid local effects and to register undisturbed wind
velocities. All the anemometers have a sampling rate of 10 Hz, except the
ones in the port of Bastia-L’^Ile Rousse whose sampling rate is 2 Hz, and a
precision of 0.01 m/s over the velocity and 1 for the direction. In each
Port Authority headquarter a set of servers are placed, which receives the
data acquired by the anemometers and elaborates the mean and peak
wind velocities and the mean wind direction on 10-min periods. Once the
data are elaborated, each server sends this information to the central
server located in DICCA which, after a preliminary check of the quality of
the data, stores it into the central dataset. The thunderstorm events are
successively extracted following a procedure established by De Gaetano
et al. (De Gaetano et al., 2014; Burlando et al., 2018) and implemented in
an algorithm based on the inspection of statistical parameters. The data
analysed in this study have been detected by 14 anemometers installed in
the ports of Genoa, La Spezia, Livorno and Savona and include 129
thunderstorm outﬂow records with duration of 10 min. It is worth to
point out that the range of 10 min is established considering 5 min before
and 5 min after the maximum value of the wind speed including the peak.
A detailed study of these data has been carried out by Zhang et al., 2017,
2019 who provided a novel classiﬁcation of thunderstorm outﬂows with
references to the time scale and the interpretation of the differences with
synoptic scale phenomena involving the turbulence intensity, the integral
length scale and the gust factor. The whole set of thunderstorm records
has been preliminary checked to ensure the reliability of the data from
which the analyses are carried out. The great but limited number of records allowed to check each single time-history to detect the possible
presence of noise or phenomena which are not truly thunderstorms but
rather rapid synoptic events. For this purpose, the check has been

Z
XðtÞ ¼

þ∞

∞

aðt; ωÞeiωt dZðωÞ

(21)

where X is an evolutionary stochastic process with zero mean, ω is the
circular frequency, aðt; ωÞ is a deterministic and generally complex
function which modulates the process both over the time and frequency
domain. ZðωÞ is a complex-valued stochastic process with orthogonal
increments, also called orthogonal-incremental process. It can be
demonstrated (Lin, 1995) that:


E jdZðωÞj2 ¼ SX0 ðωÞd ω

(22)

where SX0 is the PSD of the associated stationary process X0 that reads:
Z
X0 ðtÞ ¼

þ∞

∞

eiωt dZðωÞ

(23)

The correlation function of X takes the form:
þ∞
ZZ

E½Xðt1 ÞXðt2 Þ ¼
∞

4

aðt1 ; ω1 Þa* ðt2 ; ω2 Þeiðω1 t1 ω2 t2 Þ E½dZðω1 ÞdZ * ðω2 Þ

(24)
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Fig. 1. Decomposition of the wind velocity: (a,c,e,g,i) Method A; (b,d,f,h,j) Method B.

XðtÞ ¼ aðtÞX0 ðtÞ

It can be demonstrated that Eq. (24) is different from zero if and only
if ω1 ¼ ω2 , from which it follows:
Z
E½Xðt1 ÞXðt2 Þ ¼

þ∞

∞

aðt1 ; ωÞa* ðt2 ; ωÞeiωðt1 t2 Þ SX0 ðωÞdω

In other words, the uniformly modulated processes are non-stationary
processes whose amplitude is modulated in time by the function a and no
modulation in the frequency domain is involved. For this reason they are
also known as quasi-stationary processes. From Eq. (27) it directly follows that the EPSD of a uniformly modulated process can be written as:

(25)

The time-varying mean-square of the process X is obtained letting
t1 ¼ t2 ¼ t:


E X 2 ðtÞ ¼

Z

þ∞
∞

2

jaðt; ωÞj SX0 ðωÞdω

SX ðt; ωÞ ¼ a2 ðtÞSX0 ðωÞ

(26)

2
jaðt; ωÞj SX0 ðωÞ is deﬁned as evolutionary power spectral density (EPSD)
of the process X:

(27)

In other words, for an evolutionary process the non-stationarity
properties are entirely contained within its modulating function. Hence
the EPSD can be considered as a mere generalisation of the classical PSD.
In fact, assuming a ¼ 1, Eq. (27) gives the PSD function of the associated
stationary process X0 .
Within the class of the evolutionary processes there exist a special
subclass called uniformly modulated processes to which is worth to draw
attention. These processes beneﬁts of having the modulating function
real and time-dependent. Hence an uniformly modulated process can be
written as follows (Priestley, 1962):
Z
XðtÞ ¼ aðtÞ

þ∞

∞

eiωt dZðωÞ

(30)

It is clear that treating an evolutionary process as uniformly modulated terribly simpliﬁes the representation of the EPSD and its
applications.
In the framework of thunderstorm downbursts it is common in literature to assume the residual turbulent ﬂuctuations to be an uniformly
modulated process (Chen and Letchford, 2004b; Chen, 2008; Kwon and
Kareem, 2009; Huang and Chen, 2009; Huang et al., 2015) since the
decomposition of the turbulent ﬂuctuations outlined in Eq. (5) has the
same form of Eq. (29).
The main concern remains whether the residual turbulent ﬂuctuations are actually a uniformly modulated process.

Being the process X with zero mean, the mean square value of X is also
the time-varying variance of X. Hence in Eq. (26) the product

SX ðω; tÞ ¼ jaðt; ωÞj2 SX0 ðωÞ

(29)

5. Uniformly modulated process model
The literature on thunderstorm outﬂows is usually based on the
fundamental hypothesis according to which the residual turbulent ﬂuctuation is a uniformly modulated process. However, this hypothesis is
commonly adopted for sake of simplicity, without giving any evidence
about its reliability (Chen and Letchford, 2004b; Chen, 2008; Kwon and
Kareem, 2009; Huang and Chen, 2009; Huang et al., 2015). This remark
is crucial because, given the reliability of the aforesaid hypothesis, once a
model for the time-modulating function is provided, it is possible to
reconstruct the EPSD of v’ employing a spectral model for the representation of the PSD of the reduced turbulent ﬂuctuations. Without a proof

(28)

and replacing Eq. (23) into Eq. (28)
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that the residual turbulent ﬂuctuation can be regarded as a uniformly
modulated process all the proposed models are highly questionable.
The uniformly modulated nature of an evolutionary process has been
uncovered by Priestley (Priestley and Rao, 1969) who proposed a “test of
stationarity” with the aim of studying the stationarity of any random
process. He described an approach which outlines the roles of the frequency, time and their interaction within the EPSD through three
different parameters. Although the spirit of the test is not properly to
determine whether the process can be regarded as uniformly modulated,
Priestley pointed out that if the interaction between time and frequency
is small compared with the roles of time and frequency by their own, then
neglecting it and treating the process as uniformly modulated does not
implies signiﬁcant errors in the estimation of the EPSD.
Although this approach represents an attractive way to investigate the
non-stationarity of the residual turbulent ﬂuctuations, its application
requires the prior estimation of the EPSD (Priestley, 1962, 1965, 1966),
suggesting that the evaluation of the parameters required for the test is
sensible to the goodness of the estimation, which in turn depends on
other parameters that need to be chosen.
In the study outlined in this paper the stationarity of the residual
turbulent ﬂuctuations over the frequency domain has been investigated
adopting a more engineering method. Indeed, it can be detected through
the investigation of the number of times the process – i.e. the residual
turbulent ﬂuctuations – crosses the temporal axis (being the process zeromean). In particular, if the total number of up-crossings evaluated in a
certain time interval remains constant all over the length of the signal,
then the process can be considered stationary in the frequency domain
(Muscolino and Alderucci, 2015). In order to count the times in which v’
crosses the temporal axis from below, the following process has been
deﬁned:
YðtÞ ¼ H ½v’ðtÞ

PðtÞ ¼

(33)

Similarly to a mobile mean technique, the up-crossings have been
counted over a moving time interval Δt ¼ 30 s. The counting can be
formally expressed as:
þ
NΔt
ðtÞ ¼

ZtþΔt

PðτÞdτ

(34)

t

Eq. (34) counts the up-crossings in the time interval Δt by summing
only the positive Dirac. The up-crossing rate is thus deﬁned as follows:
N þ ðtÞ ¼

þ
ðtÞ
NΔt
Δt

(35)

With the aim of investigating the steadiness of the up-crossings, this
procedure has been applied to each v’ function of the whole set of
thunderstorms recorded. Fig. 2 show the up-crossing rate of each event
along with their mean value (a) and c.o.v. (b) pointing out that the mean
trend remains reasonably constant except for a small increase in a
neighbourhood of 300 s, where the peak of the thunderstorm is located.
The relevant variability concerning the single events is pointed out by the
c.o.v. trend, which oscillate around 50%.
Although this result points out the stationarity in the frequency
domain, with reasonable accuracy, it is advisable to evaluate the upcrossing rate over different levels other than the mean one. However,
this operation would be affected by the modulation in time, making
difﬁcult to ascribe variations of the up-crossing rates to non-stationarity
in time or in the frequency domain. A more detailed insight on this
observation are reported in Appendix 1.
For this reason, a further analysis has been carried out by comparing
the up-crossing rate of all the thunderstorms with the one of a synoptic
event recorded in the port of Livorno, evaluated employing the same
approach. The synoptic event represents a reference point since this
phenomenon is usually considered stationary. The comparison is reported in Fig. 3 for four thunderstorms among the all set of the 129
recorded events, chosen in order to show cases in which the up-crossings
can be considered constant, reasonably constant and non-constant.
Most of the records, as for instance the ones in Fig. 3(a) and (b), exhibits a variation of the up-crossing rate very similar to the one of the
synoptic wind, while a very limited number of cases shows a remarkable
variability as the one reported in Fig. 3 (c). Moreover, among the 129
thunderstorms, 6 of them show a particular steadiness compared to the
one of the synoptic event as reported in Fig. 3 (d). The whole of these
results conﬁrms that in general it is possible to deal with the residual

(31)

where H is the Heaviside function. The process in Eq. (31) has been
deﬁned in order to determine whether the process is greater than zero,
being v’ the zero mean ﬂuctuations. The evaluation of the times in which
a crossing of the temporal axis occurs is determined by deriving Eq. (31)
with respect to the time obtaining:
_
_ ¼ v’ðtÞδ½v’ðtÞ
YðtÞ

_ for YðtÞ
_ >0
YðtÞ
0
elsewhere

(32)

where δ is the Dirac function. The process depicted in Eq. (32) gives a
series of Dirac each time the temporal axis is crossed by v’. In order to
count only the up-crossings, a new process PðtÞ is deﬁned:

Fig. 2. Up-crossing rate of the residual turbulent ﬂuctuations: (a) up-crossing rate of the whole thunderstorm set along with its mean value hN þ i; (b) c.o.v. of the upcrossing rate of the whole thunderstorm set.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the up-crossing rate of a synoptic event (Syn) with four thunderstorm cases (Th): (a, b) cases in which the up-crossing rates are similar; (c) the
thunderstorm up-crossing rate show a great variability compared with the synoptic one; (d) the thunderstorm up-crossing rate results particularly steady.

turbulent ﬂuctuations as a uniformly modulated process.

depicted in Fig. 4.
Focusing on the average, both the functions result regular and nearly
symmetric but show different characteristics. Although the peak is well
deﬁned in both cases, the function γ shows a very smooth trend with a
sort of bell shape while the function δ deals with a bi-linear behaviour on
the two sides of the peak. In particular a change in the slope is depicted in
a neighbourhood of t ¼ 30 s where the trend becomes steeper towards
the maximum. The outlined differences between the two functions suggest adopting them as the same or alternatively as time-modulating
function of the EPSD may results objectionable.
An interesting aspect is the point in time in which the maximum of
both the functions appears. Indeed, although both the functions show
clear peaks they are not necessary simultaneous as reported in Fig. 5. It
shows that the maximum value of the slowly-varying mean does not
deviate much from the absolute maximum at t ¼ 300 s, except for few
outliers, while in the case of the maximum of the slowly-varying standard
deviation the detaching is signiﬁcant. This may be reasonable if
considering that the standard deviation is more sensible to rapid variations in the record and abrupt peaks in the turbulence may lead in turn to
higher peaks in the slowly-varying standard deviation.
However, in the spirit of studying the actual trend of the standard
deviation especially around the real peak of the thunderstorm, those
random peaks mispresent the ensemble behaviour and should be disregarded. To do so each function of the slowly-varying mean and standard deviation and their maximum value have been investigated and
checked to correct the maximum value when necessary.
For this procedure a general criterion has been established for which
those maximums laying out of the range of 30 s around t ¼ 300 s has
been scraped and a new maximum has been searched within said interval. When no peaks where present within said interval the range has been
enlarged to 40 s. This criterion has served more as a guideline since the
great variation of the functions from a thunderstorm to another requires
also the global vision of the modulus of the velocity and in some cases,
eventually, only the slowly-varying mean has been taken into account,
dismissing the related slowly-varying standard deviation due to the difﬁculties in determining a proper peak.
In the end, the above treatment has been applied to 25 thunderstorm
records and 8 slowly-varying standard deviation functions have been

6. Time-modulating functions
Before introducing the analyses on the time-modulating function of
the EPSD, some considerations on which function is more suitable for
said role are outlined. In previous works both the slowly-varying mean
wind speed and the slowly-varying standard deviation have been adopted (Chen and Letchford, 2004b; Chen, 2008; Huang et al., 2015),
assuming they are different only in terms of magnitude (Chen and
Letchford, 2004b). However the decomposition of the residual turbulent
ﬂuctuations reported in Eq. (5) suggests that this quantity is modulated
by the slowly-varying standard deviation which shows, in general, some
differences respect to the slowly-varying mean wind velocity.
The two methods outlined in the previous section will serve as a
starting point for this study and their advantages and disadvantages in
terms of time-modulating function of the EPSD are hereunder depicted.
Since the two methods involve the slowly-varying mean and the
slowly-varying standard deviation, both the functions deserve to be
studied. The great amount of data available allows to carry out these
analyses in a statistical sense, considering the ensemble values of the γ
function for the slowly-varying mean and of the δ function for the slowlyvarying standard deviation.
It is worth to notice that considering the ensemble of these functions
may lead to lose some of the non-stationary features of the process.
Indeed, it is reasonable to consider that each of the records belonging to a
different non-stationary process may show different time-varying statistics. However, the spirit of this study is to develop a simple model able to
capture those essential characteristics of the phenomenon which may be
important for the derivation of the structural wind-excited response.
Further studies on the maximum value of the dynamic response of
structures to thunderstorms employing this model are currently in
progress and will point out the limits of these simpliﬁcations.
The two temporal functions γ and δ have been extracted from the
records and disposed so that their maximum value – i.e. one – occurs at t
¼ 0 s. This representation offers a clear view of the trends of both the
functions and allows to evaluate the ensemble trend by averaging the
value of the functions at each point in time. The result of this operation is
7
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Fig. 4. Dimensionless functions: (a) γ function and its mean value hγi; (b) δ function and its mean value. hδi.

Similarly, the kurtosis remains on average equal to 2.78 and 2.86 for γ
and δ respectively before soaring between t ¼ 30 s (Fig. 9 (e), (f)). It is
worth noticing that all the parameters for both the functions show nearly
symmetric trends and their major changes lays between t ¼ 30 s and
t ¼ þ30 s, which is the same time interval where the mean trends in
Fig. 8 report the initial and ﬁnal stages of the peak. This is particularly
pronounced for the function δ.
In order to better study the behaviour of the aforesaid functions more
curves have been derived from the 129 records reported in Fig. 8 starting
from the mean trend. More precisely at each point in time the mean and
standard deviation of these functions have been directly derived. Hence
other curves have been evaluated by adding or subtracting a certain
amount of standard deviation to the mean as follows:

Fig. 5. Temporal position of the maximums of the slowly-varying mean
σ .
slowly-varying standard deviation tmax

v
tmax

γ j ¼ 〈γ〉 þ jσ γ

(36)

δj ¼ 〈δ〉 þ jσ δ

(37)

where 〈γ〉 and 〈δ〉 are respectively the mean values of γ and δ at each point
in time, j is a coefﬁcient representing the amount of standard deviation,
namely σ γ and σ δ , that is added, or subtracted, to the mean.
Fig. 10 shows the curves obtained following the procedure depicted
by Eq. (36) and Eq. (37) choosing a set of values of j suitable enough to
reach the upper and lower bounds. The diagrams retain the symmetry
already observed for the trends in Fig. 8 showing a single peak at t ¼ 0 s,
which becomes sharper while moving towards the lower bound. This
trend conﬁrms the results reported by Zhang et al. (2017), who pointed
out how, for 10-min thunderstorms, the most frequent shapes of the
slowly-varying mean wind speed are the ones with a single peak and a
discrete symmetry.
Focusing on Fig. 10, moving from the lower bound to the upper one
the trends become ﬂatter and spread and the ramp-up less steep. On the
other hand, moving towards the lower bound, the sharp points of the
function δ (Fig. 10 (b)) in a neighbourhood of t ¼ 30 s tend to disappear
and the curves become more similar to the ones of γ (Fig. 10 (a)). It is
worth noticing that the curves in the lower bound are the ones with a
steeper ramp-up of potential interest for the structural response (Kwon
and Kareem, 2009).
The upper bounds of both functions show some values greater than
one in a neighbourhood of t ¼ 0 s. This is due to the loss of symmetry in
the distribution of the values near the peak as pointed out in Fig. 9, which
leads to excide the maximum – i.e. one – when a certain amount of
standard deviation is added to the mean; this occurs especially for j  1.
Another worth mentioning issue is the background wind velocity and

and

disregarded. An example of the correction applied is reported below in
Fig. 6 showing the original trend (a) and the correction (b).
The correction can be also appreciated in terms of the point in time
where the new maximum of both the functions appear as reported in
Fig. 7. Respect to Fig. 5, it exhibits a more regular and compact representation, almost completely eliminating the spread of the time occurrence of the maximum value of the slowly-varying standard deviation.
The functions corrected are plotted in Fig. 8 adopting the same criterion used to plot Fig. 4. The result of this operation shows a perfect
agreement with the previous diagrams. This conﬁrms that this way of
representing the two functions is sufﬁciently robust and reliable. The
only differences are related to those peaks which exceed the maximum –
i.e. the unity – due to the effect of the correction applied.
Fig. 9 provides an overview on the coefﬁcient of variation, skewness
and kurtosis of the aforesaid functions at each point in time t. The
functions become less spread while approaching t ¼ 0 s, collapsing to the
unity (Fig. 9 (a), (b)). At the same time the trends of the skewness show
that outside the range t ¼ 30 s it remains almost constant and, on
average, equal to 0.33 and 0.43 for γ and δ respectively (Fig. 9 (c), (d)).
This small asymmetry of the distributions increases afterwards towards
t ¼ 0 s, as it was expected since the limitation towards the unity.
8
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Fig. 6. Correction over the peaks: (a,b) v; (c) original maximum of the slowly-varying mean; (d) corrected maximum of the slowly-varying mean; (e) original
maximum of the slowly-varying standard deviation; (f) corrected maximum of the slowly-varying standard deviation.

particular, to statistically characterize the maximum value of the slowlyvarying mean and of the slowly-varying standard deviation a distribution
of their maximum values is required, along with their correlation.
However, while the maximum of the slowly-varying mean speed is
easy to be depicted due to the singular peak in the function γ, and hence
its distribution is straightforward (Zhang et al., 2018), the maximum of
the slowly-varying standard deviation can be affected by local rapid
variations in turbulence as pointed out previously. Hence a distribution
for this parameter may be difﬁcult to be derived. Moreover, the correlation of the two functions γ and δ is required and in terms of dynamic
response a rule for recombining the maximum values due to the mean
and ﬂuctuating parts have to be deﬁned.
In the light of these observations it is very important to deepen the use
of the decomposition rule referred to as the Method B. This issue is dealt
with in the next section.
7. Effects of the hypothesis of constant turbulence intensity
The choice of Method B implicitly avoids the study of the function δ. It
can be observed that the function δ is proportional to the product of the
two functions γ and μ and it may be argued that the function μ produces δ
by shaping the function γ (Eq. (18)). The main advantage is represented
by Eq. (14) for which the statistical evaluation of σ v;max is no longer
needed. The parameter I v is required instead and deterministic relations
can be derived in analogy to the boundary layer winds. Studies in this
direction are currently underway. It remains the issue of correlating γ and
δ* and the investigation of combination rules for the maximum response
due to the mean and ﬂuctuating component.
However, as depicted in Section 2.2, the Method B offers relevant
simpliﬁcations through the assumption of μðtÞ ¼ 1, thus constant turbulence intensity.
This is an important hypothesis for the modelling of the wind velocity
since it implies the adoption of γ as time-modulating function also for the
residual turbulent ﬂuctuations with the wisdom of scaling it by I v ; in
particular, it follows from Eq. (14):

Fig. 7. Effect of the correction.

its possible change before and after the passage of the gust front. In this
case, differently from the symmetric trends depicted by Fig. 10, the wind
velocity diagram may result non-symmetric making the model shown in
Fig. 10 unsuitable to reproduce this behaviour.
An example of symmetric and non-symmetric thunderstorm events is
reported in Fig. 11. Fig. 11 (a) is representative of a phenomenon that
does not exhibit particular changes before and after the peak while
Fig. 11 (b) and 11 (c) are representative of cases in which the background
wind results lower before the peak and lower after it respectively. This
issue deserves further studies.
In view of the results reported, properly models can be derived to
describe the modulating functions in the time domain. Although this way
of proceeding with the study is straightforward, it encounters some
shortcomings. Indeed, the choice of the Method A implies separated
analyses for the slowly-varying mean and the slowly-varying standard
deviation in view of the analysis of structural dynamic response. In

v’ðtÞ ¼ vmax I v γðtÞ~v’ðtÞ
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Fig. 8. Effects of the correction on the dimensionless functions: (a) γ function and its mean value hγi; (b) δ function and its mean value hδi.

Fig. 9. Statistical moments of the functions γ and δ: (a,c,e) c.o.v., skewness and kurtosis of the function γ; (b,d,f) c.o.v., skewness and kurtosis of the function δ.
Hp
2017). Fig. 12 shows the ratio xmax
=xmax averaged over all the selected
thunderstorm records, for each fundamental frequency and damping
ratio considered.
According to the results showed, the hypothesis leads to an overestimation up to 10% for ξ ¼ 0:2%. The error reduces to 8% for ξ ¼ 1%
and remains on the safe side while small underestimations are reported
only for the lowest and unusual frequencies. The same results can be also
appreciated adopting the Thunderstorm Response Spectrum Technique
(TRST) (Solari et al., 2015b), as reported in Figs. 13 and 14 for its mean
value and c.o.v. respectively.
The impact of assigning μðtÞ ¼ 1 (Fig. 13 (b), (d)) is very limited
compared with the real case (Fig. 13 (a), (c)) both in terms of reduced
peak and mean TRS. The greatest difference is shown for the reduced
mean TRS (Fig. 13 (d)) in the case of ξ ¼ 0:2% within n0 ¼ 0:2  1 Hz, in

In this way the maximums of the mean and standard deviation are
simultaneous since they are modelled through the same function and no
combination rules are required.
Although this representation leads to huge advantages, the impact of
this hypothesis in terms of the error committed by evaluating the dynamic response needs to be investigated. In this framework a new set of
thunderstorm wind velocities has been derived from the original one by
means of Eq. (20). This new ﬁctitious wind velocities have been applied
to a set of SDOF systems with fundamental frequency n0 ¼ 0:05  3Hz,
damping ratio ξ ¼ 0:2  5%, unitary area and drag coefﬁcient. The
consequences of the hypothesis have been evaluated comparing the
maximum of the dynamic response in the alongwind direction derived
Hp
through time-domain solutions obtained with the modiﬁed velocity xmax
with the one derived through the real thunderstorm xmax (Solari et al.,
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Fig. 10. Dimensionless curves: (a) γ j ; (b) δj .

Fig. 11. Thunderstorm events: (a) Case in which the thunderstorm wind velocity does not exhibit particular changes before and after the peak; (b) Case in which the
thunderstorm wind velocity is lower before the peak and higher afterwards; (c) Case in which the thunderstorm wind velocity is higher before the peak and
lower afterwards.

Finally, in Section 8.5 the reconstruction of the EPSD is outlined and an
example is given for both the methods.

agreement with the time domain solutions in Fig. 12. As far as concerns,
the trend of the c.o.v., it is not so much affected by the simplifying hypothesis with regard to the reduced peak TRS, while in the case of the
reduced mean TRS this hypothesis involves a remarkable increase of the
c.o.v. especially between 0.2 and 1 Hz.

8.1. Method A
Considering Eq. (5) the EPSD of the residual turbulent ﬂuctuations
results:

8. Evolutionary power spectral density model

Sv’ ðn; tÞ ¼ σ 2v ðtÞS~v’ ðnÞ

The evolutionary power spectral density of the residual turbulent
ﬂuctuations related to the thunderstorm wind velocity has been previously depicted and the hypothesis of uniformly modulated process discussed. In the previous sections the time-modulating function for the
EPSD has been studied and the consequences of assigning μðtÞ ¼ 1 has
been investigated and veriﬁed. In this section the modelling of the EPSD
is addressed following the two different approaches offered by both the
methods A and B, respectively in Sections 8.1 and 8.2. Successively, in
Section 8.3 some considerations on the modelling of the PSD of the
reduced turbulent ﬂuctuations are outlined, while in Section 8.4 two
models for the time-modulating function of the EPSD are depicted.

(39)

which can be rewritten, taking into account the decomposition of the
slowly-varying standard deviation in Eq. (6), as follows:
Sv’ ðn; tÞ ¼ σ 2v;max δ2 ðtÞS~v’ ðnÞ

(40)

where σ v;max is the scale parameter and δ is the temporal function.
8.2. Method B
Remembering that ~v’ is stationary and Gaussian with PSD S~v’ , also the
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quantity within the square brackets in Eq. (20), namely:
~u’ ðtÞ ¼ 1 þ I v ~v’ðtÞ

(41)

is stationary and Gaussian. Hence its PSD can be derived directly as:
2

S~u’ ðnÞ ¼ δðnÞ þ I v S~v’ ðnÞ

(42)

vðtÞ ¼ vmax γðtÞ~u’ ðtÞ

(43)

which is still a uniformly modulated process with time-modulating
function γ. Reminding Eq. (30) the EPSD of the thunderstorm wind velocity can be written as:
Sv ðn; tÞ ¼ v2max γ 2 ðtÞS~u’ ðnÞ

(44)

And the EPSD of the residual turbulent ﬂuctuations:
2

Sv’ ðn; tÞ ¼ v2max I v γ 2 ðtÞS~v’ ðnÞ
Fig. 12. Average of the ratios of the maximums response of SDOF systems
evaluated under the hypothesis of μðtÞ ¼ 1 and with the full velocity.

(45)

It is worth to notice that the process in Eq. (41) is not zero mean as
well as the one in Eq. (43) which possesses a time-varying mean (i.e. v).
Hence the EPSD in Eq. (44) is rather a formal expression and its

Fig. 13. TRST: (a) reduced peak TRS; (b) reduced peak TRS under the hypothesis of μðtÞ ¼ 1; (c) reduced mean TRS; (d) reduced mean TRS under the hypothesis of
b is the peak gust factor, R is the peak ratio and Gmax the
μðtÞ ¼ 1. Sb and Sdb are the reduced peak and reduced mean Base response Spectrum (BRS) respectively, G
db
maximum gust factor.
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Fig. 14. TRST: (a) c.o.v. of the reduced peak TRS; (b) c.o.v. of the reduced peak TRS under the hypothesis of μðtÞ ¼ 1; (c) c.o.v. of the reduced mean TRS; (d) c.o.v. of
the reduced mean TRS under the hypothesis of μðtÞ ¼ 1. Sb and Sdb are the reduced peak and reduced mean Base response Spectrum (BRS) respectively, R is the peak
db

ratio and Gmax the maximum gust factor.

This matter is depicted in Fig. 15, where it is reported the ensemble of
the PSD of the reduced turbulent ﬂuctuations extracted considering
different time-intervals Δt from 5s to 60s along with the spectral model
provided by Solari and Piccardo (Solari and Piccardo, 2001) (Fig. 15 (b)).
In Fig. 15 (a) the PSD is plotted over a dimensionless frequency which
takes into account the height above ground z of the anemometers and the
maximum of the slowly-varying mean wind velocity. With this representation the different averaging periods Δt give rise to different length
scales that in turn cause a shift of the harmonic content.
In Fig. 15 (b) the integral length scale Lv is adopted instead of z. The
former has been derived for each thunderstorm from the auto-correlation
function of ~v’ (Zhang et al., 2017; Flay and Stevenson, 1988). It is easy to
observe that this new representation provides a more compact trend of
the PSD associated to the different averaging periods Δt. Moreover, the
peaks in Fig. 15 (b) are slightly higher than the ones in Fig. 15 (a). This is
due to the fact that the representation over the reduced frequency
through z leads to a greater spread between the peaks of the PSD of the
thunderstorms considered (Zhang et al., 2017), hence the ensemble results in a lower peak. Instead, adopting the length scale parameter in the
reduced frequency, the peaks of the PSD are suitably aligned and the peak
of the ensemble results higher. Finally, the spectral model in Fig. 15 (b)
shows a very good agreement in the inertial sub-range whereas it cannot
ﬁt the peak at lower frequencies. However, the greater is the

application not so straightforward.
As far as concerns Eq. (45), vmax I v is a scale parameter and γ a temporal function.
8.3. PSD of the reduced turbulent ﬂuctuations
Based on the method chosen between Eq. (40) and Eq. (45), a model
for the evolutionary power spectral density can be deﬁned providing the
parameters σ v;max or vmax and I v , models for the function γ or δ, respectively, and the PSD S~v’ . For this latter Zhang et al. (2017) showed that a
suitable representation of the PSD of the reduced turbulent ﬂuctuations
calls for a dimensionless frequency involving the integral length scale
instead of the height above the ground; unfortunately, without availing
of measurements, the deﬁnition of the integral length scale is a delicate
issue. As far as concerns the harmonic content, past studies carried out by
Solari et al. (2015a) showed that in the inertial sub-range the PSD of the
reduced turbulent ﬂuctuations is very similar to the one of the turbulence
observed in BL winds; hence one of the models provided in literature and
commonly adopted in wind engineering may be employed for its representation. On the other hand, in the low frequency range the PSD exhibits
a peak that depends on the time interval chosen to carry out the running
mean technique and cannot be captured by classic spectral models (Solari
et al., 2015a).
13
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Fig. 15. PSD of the reduced turbulent ﬂuctuations obtained adopting different time intervals Δt for the running-mean technique: (a) PSD plotted against the reduced
frequency nz=vmax ; (b) PSD plotted against nLv =vmax .

1  γ*
 2
1 þ Ttγ

time-interval chosen the lower is the peak of the PSD, becoming closer to
the spectral model.
It is worth to notice that, as far as the dynamic response of structures
is of concern, the peak region hardly involves natural frequencies typical
of civil structures, therefore the shortcoming of its representation
through classical spectral models is not expected to prejudice the results.
Further studies in this direction are needed for a better description of the
reduced ﬂuctuations in the frequency domain.
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γðtÞ ¼ ð1  γ Þe
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(51)
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þ δ*
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v*
vmax

σ*

σ v;max

(54)

(55)

The parameters γ * , δ* , Tγ and Tδ have been derived by ﬁtting the
curves γ j and δj . Since the models are not designed to ﬁt values higher
than one, curves with j  1 are not considered. The ﬁtting has been
carried out considering j between 2.5 and 0.8 with interval of 0.1.
Figs. 16 and 17 show the ﬁtting for j ¼ 0.8, j ¼ 0 and j ¼ 2.0 and the
relations between the obtained parameters.
The ﬁtting is well performed in the region of the peak of both the
functions. The model in Eqs. (50) and (52) gives a good ﬁt also for the
region outside the peak especially for α ¼ 0:5. The model in Eqs. (51) and
(53) manages to ﬁt the peak but does not perform well in the regions
outside said interval. The trends in Fig. 17 (a) show that the parameters
Tγ increases non-linearly with j, in accordance with Fig. 10 (a) for which
towards the upper bound the curves results ﬂatter. Instead the parameter
Tδ is weakly dependent on j since the function δ tends to retain its peak
even close to the upper bound as shown in Fig. 10 (b). The parameters γ *
and δ* show a reasonable linear trend. It is worth noticing that the parameters Tγ and Tδ are strictly dependent on the model chosen since,
although they represent a measure of the peak duration, the functions are
mathematically different.
On the other hand, the parameters γ * represent a lower bound for the
curves and the models and do not depend on their mathematical

where v* is the mean wind velocity of the background wind, Tv is a
measure of the duration of its peak and α > 0 is a parameter to be ﬁxed a
priori, deﬁning the shape of the function; in this study the cases of α ¼ 1
and α ¼ 0:5 have been considered. By analogy the models for the slowlyvarying standard deviation read:

σ ðtÞ ¼ 

α

þ γ*

where γ * and δ* are deﬁned as:

2
t
Tv

vðtÞ ¼ ðvmax  v* Þe



(50)

2


δðtÞ ¼ ð1  δ* Þe

þ γ*

t
Tγ

1  δ*
 2
1 þ Ttδ

For what concerns the time-modulating functions, the curves depicted
in Fig. 10 serve as a starting point to deﬁne proper models which
encapsulate the physics of the phenomenon retaining a stochastic soul.
To that end two different models for both the functions γ and δ are
proposed based on the symmetry of the curves in Fig. 10. Both these
models involve parameters with a physical signiﬁcance associated with
the thunderstorm downburst and the background wind.
Hence the proposed models read:
vmax  v*
 2
1 þ Ttv



δðtÞ ¼ 

8.4. Proposed models for the time-modulating functions

vðtÞ ¼ 

α

(49)

where σ * is the standard deviation of the background wind and Tσ is a
measure of the duration of the its peak.
The models can be rewritten in dimensionless form as follows:
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Fig. 16. Fitting performed by the models: (a,c,e) ﬁtting of the curves j ¼ 2; j ¼ 0; j ¼ 0:8 for the function γ; (b,d,f) ﬁtting of the curves j ¼ 2; j ¼ 0; j ¼ 0:8 for the
function δ.

formulation. The models in Eqs. (51) and (53) return the highest values
of the parameters Tγ , γ * and Tδ , δ* while the model in Eqs. (50) and (52)
for α ¼ 0:5 the lowest. The results of the ﬁtting allow to derive meaningful considerations on the parameters relevant for the reconstruction of
the EPSD. Fig. 17 (e) shows the variation of the parameters Tγ with γ *
pointing out that the duration of the peak increases while increasing γ * .
In terms of mean wind velocity high values of γ * are representative of a

thunderstorm downburst which is almost covered by the background
wind while lower values depict a thunderstorm which evolves almost in
wind calm. This latter case, represented by the curves towards the lower
bound (Fig. 10 (a)), leads to a steeper ramp-up with a shorter duration of
the peak. Studies are in progress to understand how the background wind
and the thunderstorm interact between each other. Similar considerations can be derived for the function δ, however their physical
15
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Fig. 17. Trends of the parameters: (a,b) variation of the parameters Tγ and Tδ with j; (c,d) variation of the parameters γ * and δ* with j; (e,f) relations between the

ﬂuctuations is deﬁned, the EPSD can be evaluated through Eq. (40) or Eq.
(45), depending on the method chosen.
In the spirit of deriving the EPSD through a method endowed with
statistical meaning, the scale parameters of the EPSD are aimed to be
characterized from a stochastic point of view. In this framework it is clear
how the choice of the Method B leads to simpliﬁed analyses. Indeed,
using this method, vmax can be related to its mean return period while the
parameter I v may be associated to the terrain roughness through a
deterministic relationship. Instead, making recourse to the Method A, the

interpretation is not straightforward.
8.5. Reconstruction of the EPSD
The EPSD of the residual turbulent ﬂuctuations of the thunderstorm
downburst can be reconstructed through the time-modulating function
and the PSD of the reduced turbulent ﬂuctuations under the hypothesis of
uniformly modulated process. Once the parameters of the timemodulating function have been provided and the PSD of the reduced
16
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parameter σ v;max may be difﬁcult to be statistically characterized especially with regard to its correlation with the parallel parameter vmax .
For sake of completeness Fig. 18 shows the EPSD derived through
Method A (Fig. 18 (a)) and Method B (Fig. 18 (b)), taking into account the
mean trend of the functions γ and δ employing the model in Eq. (51) with
α ¼ 0:5, the mean values of the parameters vmax , I v and σ v;max , namely
hvmax i ¼ 16:0 m/s, hI v i ¼ 0:12 and σ v;max ¼ 2:26 m/s, and the
ensemble of S~v’ modelled by means of the Solari and Piccardo model
(Solari and Piccardo, 2001) for which the mean values of the maximum
of the slowly-varying mean and of the integral length scale parameter Lv
have been adopted. This latter reads hLv i ¼ 27:3 m.
It can be observed that the two methods give similar representations
of the EPSD except for two differences that are worth to be pointed out.
Firstly, in the case of Method A the peak of the EPSD results sharper
compared to the case of Method B, due to the fact that the function δ is
adopted instead of γ. Secondly it may be observed that, even though the
difference is very limited, Method A provides a greater peak than the one
due to the Method B.
This result may seem in contrast with the check performed over the
hypothesis of μðtÞ ¼ 1. Indeed, it has been shown that this assumption,
encased in Method B, leads to greater values of the dynamic response.
Hence a greater harmonic content in the EPSD may be expected by
Method B rather than Method A. This fact can be explained considering
the simultaneity of the peak of the slowly-varying mean velocity and
slowly-varying standard deviation. In fact, since Method B adopts the
same modulating function for the slowly-varying mean and slowlyvarying standard deviation, these two values are simultaneous while in
the case of Method A they are partially correlated. This reﬂects in the
dynamic response leading to higher values when Method B is adopted,
despite the fact that the EPSD provides a lower harmonic content.

Two different methods of decomposition of the wind velocity have
been outlined and discussed, deﬁning two different ways to model the
EPSD. Method A involves the slowly-varying standard deviation as timemodulating function of the EPSD, while Method B involves the slowlyvarying mean wind speed assuming the turbulence intensity constant.
Said hypothesis has been checked in terms of the maximum values of the
dynamic response of a set of SDOF systems with different damping ratios,
calculated through time-domain solutions and by means of the TRST.
Results show that the error committed is limited and acceptable especially with regard to the huge simpliﬁcations obtained.
Since the two methods involve different functions in time domain,
both the slowly-varying mean and the slowly-varying standard deviation
have been studied in dimensionless terms through their ensemble values
obtained on varying their mean trend with the addition or subtraction of
ﬁxed amounts of standard deviation at each point in time. Two different
models for both these functions have been proposed and provided with
two parameters, associated with the duration of the peak and the relative
intensity of the downburst respect to the background wind. These models
have been deployed to ﬁt the ensemble curves of the dimensionless
functions, giving the parameters as output. The variation of the parameters with the curves and their mutual relations have been investigated
and discussed.
The choice of Method A or Method B for the modelling of the EPSD of
the residual ﬂuctuations leads to two equivalent formulations which
depict three main quantities i.e. a scale parameter, a temporal function
and a frequency representation by the PSD. While the PSD of the reduced
turbulent ﬂuctuations remains the same in both cases, the two methods
involve different scale parameters such as σ v;max for the former and vmax
and I v for the latter and two different temporal functions. Since vmax results handier to be statistically characterized compared to σ v;max and I v
may be linked with the terrain roughness through a deterministic relation, the choice of Method B seems easier to modelling the EPSD.
As far as the PSD of the reduced ﬂuctuations is concerned, there are
different spectral models in literature which can be employed but
attention must be kept for the representation of the peak at low frequencies. This matter mainly depends on the time interval chosen to
carry out the running-mean technique, also adopted for the extraction of
the slowly-varying standard deviation. Further studies in this direction
are recommended to deﬁne the proper representation.
Moreover, suitable criteria for the deﬁnition of which model, among
the ones proposed, is more suitable for the time-modulating function
deserve to be investigated. In this framework statistical analyses of the
scale parameters are needed, associating them with a mean return period
and correlating the maximum value of the slowly-varying mean velocity
and slowly-varying standard deviation with their counterpart of the

9. Conclusions and prospects
The study presented in this paper aims to propose a new and general
approach for the derivation of the EPSD of the residual turbulent ﬂuctuations of the thunderstorm downburst. For this study 129 10-min
thunderstorm outﬂows recorded in the Italian ports of Genova, La Spezia, Savona and Livorno have been considered. The approach is based on
the hypothesis of uniformly modulated process which has been veriﬁed
analysing the variation in time of the up-crossing rate of the residual
turbulent ﬂuctuations. This simple but powerful method, applied to such
a great set of thunderstorm records, shows that thunderstorm outﬂows
can reasonably be treated dealing with the non-stationarity only in the
time domain and avoiding modulating the EPSD in the frequency
domain.

Fig. 18. EPSD: (a) Method A; (b) method B.
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background wind. As far as the turbulence intensity is concerned, further
analyses are advisable to derive deterministic relationship between its
mean value and the roughness length of the terrain.
Finally, the model outlined is aimed to be employed for the derivation
of the non-stationary structural dynamic response, starting from SDOF
systems, generalizing the Davenport chain for the wind speed generated
by thunderstorm downbursts. In this framework, the impact of assuming
a slowly-varying time-modulating function on the structural dynamic
response deserves to be investigated. In this respect, the models for the
time-modulating functions play an important role. Moreover, the
extension of the approach to MDOF systems needs to be addressed,
involving the deﬁnition of a suitable model for the evolutionary crosspower spectral density and coherence.
In its whole this study represents a ﬁrst step towards the completion
of a triad of different but complementary methods including timedomain solutions and TRST, based on a great database of real-scale
thunderstorm outﬂows recorded. This triad is aimed to furnish three
equivalent paths for the deﬁnition of the thunderstorm wind loading and
the calculation of the related structural dynamic response, offering a
robust set of suitable tools for engineering calculations oriented to a safer
and more sustainable structural design.
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Appendix I. Study of the stationarity of the residual turbulent ﬂuctuations in the frequency domain
Section 5 investigates the hypothesis of uniformly modulated process for the residual turbulent ﬂuctuations v’ by studying the steadiness of its upcrossing rate. This latter has been evaluated at the mean level, i.e. along the temporal axis being the process zero-mean. The evaluation of the upcrossing rate at other levels has the shortcoming of being affected by the slowly-varying standard deviation which shows a peak in the neighbourhood of t ¼ 300 s. For this reason, the more the threshold moves from the temporal axis the more the up-crossing rate would arise in proximity of said
peak, while far from it the threshold would result higher for the process to be crossed. This behaviour is shown in Fig. 19 which depicts the up-crossing
rate evaluated at level ϑ ¼ σ , where σ is the mean value of σ v ðtÞ, through the same method depicted in Eqs. 31–35 by substituting v’ðtÞ with v’ ðtÞ  ϑ.

Fig. 19. Up-crossing rate of the all thunderstorm set along with its mean value (a) and its c.o.v. (b) evaluated at level ϑ ¼ σ

However, levels below the slowly-varying standard deviation may still be considered as thresholds since former effects become negligible. Hence,
two levels are hereby considered namely ϑ1 ¼ σ v;min and ϑ2 ¼ σ v;min =2, where σ v;min is the minimum value of σ v ðtÞ. The results are reported in Figs. 20
and 21.
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Fig. 20. Up-crossing rate of the all thunderstorm set along with its mean value (a) and its c.o.v. (b) evaluated at level ϑ1 ¼ σ v;min

Fig. 21. Up-crossing rate of the all thunderstorm set along with its mean value (a) and its c.o.v. (b) evaluated at level ϑ2 ¼ σ v;min =2

It is clear that up-crossing rate evaluated at the levels ϑ1 and ϑ2 are reasonably steady and close to the one reported in Fig. 2. This conﬁrms the
remarks provided in Section 5.
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